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Context
•

The technical committee SIGMA2 of 3AF (Aeronautics and Astronautics Association of
France) addresses the UAPs (Unidentified Aerial Phenomena), in order to determine if
some UFOs (Unidentified Flying Objects) could exist among the UAPs

•

The approach adopted by SIGMA2 wants to be as scientific as possible and excludes all
the unfounded speculations. So a first step of the work is to eliminate all the
observations will can be related to conventional flying objects and to natural
phenomena like ball lightning

•

SIGMA2 is connected to the french official GEIPAN (Groupe d’Etudes et d’Information
sur les Phénomènes Aériens non Identifiés) belonging to the CNES (Centre National
d’Etudes Spatiales)

Ball lightning is a real phenomena
And a subject of scientific research

And what about UAPs?
Not only an « ET » story

Although still small, the cooler areas representing the splash are seen as raised areas around

What are UAPS: unexplained, various phenomena happeningtheinupper-right
our airspace,
with
some
cases
corner of Figure 15.
It is believed
these represent
a splash rather than simply
cooler areas of the UAP since they only show up in these plots where the UAP is entering the
of interaction with aircraft, the ground or
live
being
water.
The object
in Figure 14 is moving to the left and slightly down. This raises an
interesting observation. Rather than the splash being in front of the UAP, it is trailing. Since a
frontal splash could not be found in this or any later frames, it is believed the splash was
caused by the lower middle or back lower portion of the UAP. The UAP was angled such that
it sliced into the water with little or no splash at a speed close to 109 mph. This feat requires
a technology that would be at the forefront of the U.S. Navy's current capabilities. If it has
been developed then it would most assuredly be highly classified.

FI GURE 14: Frame 3769 - 300X zoom

FI GURE 15: Frame 3769 – Surface Plot
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FRENCH PAN ENVIRONMENT
(PAN: Non indentified Aerospace Phenomena)

1977: IHEDN study
1999: COMETA
1977/ 2007 to today : GEPAN/ GEIPAN= UAP investigation (gendarmerie investigation- French CNOA
reports)+ case publication
Others: UAP associations, MUFON, etc : investigations…
2008: PAN commission then SIGMA: 3AF commission starts investigation and analysis

2013: SIGMA2: centered on technical and scientific study of “D” cases
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SIGMA2 COMPLEMENTARY TO GEIPAN
Gendarmerie
Nationale
French Air Force

GEIPAN

External Cases

D CASES SELECTION
PHYSICS ELEMENTS
OBSERVABILITY APPROACH &
IMPROVEMENT
CASES INVESTIGATION
RECOMMENDATION
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HOW SIGMA2 WORKS
Documentation
research
Data Base
methodology

OBSERVABILITY

PHYSICAL
ELEMENTS
STUDY

CONTACT
COMMUNICATION

CASES
SELECTION

5 Tasks to try to IMPROVE UAP UNDERSTANDING
in France and in cooperation out of France
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Work perimeter

 Spatial limits: UAP with various observables (optical, EM, etc…) natural or non natural,
with interaction with the Earth near environment
o Atmosphere z < 300 km
o Gravitational (captured by/ or modify the Earth gravity field),: Z < 36 000 km
o Magnetic
 Geographical: some interest into the organization/ institutes involved into the UAP
study or connex physical phenomena like atmospheric ball lightning.
 Temporal vision : files since 40’ until today
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UAP historical and geographical perspective

Active

Past- data NGO

Past- data research institute

We are looking at the historical and geographical map of reasearch on
UAP to identify database and research teams
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Tâche 5: physical elements
We conduct analysis of physical elements from various observables (optical, radar, EM effects
on equipement, ground tracks mechanical/chemical/ electrical, on live being, interaction on
fluid ,with atmosphere).
We try to indentify specific observables cross checking between phenomena.

Natural phenomena
 Ball lightning
 Meteors, reentry

Effects of Microwave / Non ionizing and ionizing radiation on life (human, animals,
vegetation)
EM effects « EME »
 Microwaves effects on electronics (interference, failure, effects on batteries) or signals
recording.
 EME on vegetation
 Caracterization of MW interaction with fluids
 Interaction with plasma
 Cross checking with aero cases (NARCAP data base)

Magnetic effects: detection of magnetic field modification
Gravity field modification
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Task 5 : physical elements
Conventional/ non conventional Propulsion
 Propulsion and aerodynamics, interaction with medium
 Conventional (jet, stato) and exotic (MHD, pulsed, others):
 Effets induits
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Physics associated to UAPs:various cases
Atmospheric - meteo

Re entry debris, plssma etc from articifical or natural origin

Analyses caractéristiques
des rentrées atmosphériques

OVNI ? Radar météo

Clouds and strange effetcs

Plasma

Extrait et reproduit avec la permission d
National Aviation Reporting Center
on Anomalous Phenomena
(from NARCAP TR-14, 2010)
www.narcap.org

High atmospheric transcient et EM effetcs
Including electized particles, aurora, radiation interactions

Quelles seraient les caractéristiques des moyens PAN à développer?

Ball lighnting (from NARCAP TR-7, 2002)
www.narcap.org
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Introduction
•

Ball lightning is a natural atmospheric phenomenon observed since several
centuries

•

The litterature on ball lightning is rather rich regarding the observations
For the french old books, see François Arago (Astronomie Populaire, 1857) and
Camille Flammarion (Astronomie Populaire, 1890)

•

The date bases are abundant and consistent but limited to statistics

•

The phenomena is still incompletely understood
− Very few detailed measurements
− A lot of theories have been developed by renowned physicists but it seems that no
theory is still able to explain all the characteristics of observed ball lightnings

•

The SIGMA2 approach is mainly based on a survey of the open littérature concerning
:
– The observations of ball lighting
– The theories of ball lightning
– The observations of UAPs

•

SIGMA2 study tries to crosscheck what is known regarding the ball lightning in the
atmosphere at low/medium altitude and what is reported by the pilots. That is its
original characteristic
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Physical characteristics of ball lightning
•

Ball lightning belongs to the category of mysterious phenomena appearing in various
circonstances under the form of a luminous event (see « Remarkable Luminous
Phenomena in Nature, a Catalog of Geophysical Anomalies »), Williams R. Cordiss, Source
Book Project, 2001)

•

Some observations of « foo fighters » have been made during the WW2 but with conflicting
explanations (secret weapon or natural phenomenon)

•

A poorly scientific trend is to assimilate each luminous phenomena to an UFO. This trend is
refused by SIGMA2

•

The choice is made to distinguish the ball lightning near the ground and the ball lightning at
medium altitude, by assuming they share a common origin

•

Various classifications of ball lightning near the ground have been proposed depending of
the type disappearance (silently or with explosion and noise), depending of the assumed
physical phenomena keeping alive the ball lightning (see theories)
Italy 1945 (photo)
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Physical characteristics of ball lightning
- Ball lightning near the ground •

Appearance and disappearance : generally fast

•

Duration : from some seconds to some minutes

•

Form : generally spherical, some observations have reported protuberances, changes of
form or oscillations

•

Colors : different colors of the visible spectrum, the ball is rather translucent, the luminous
emission is rather concentrated at the ball surface, the color can change in the time

•

Motion : rather slow (some ms-1) or erratic, no influence of the wind, sometimes rotating of
the ball

•

Energy : the energy stored in the ball lightning is between 107 and 109 J (typical lightning :
1010 J), energy density is estimated between 6.103 and 3.104 J cm-3

•

Ball lightning has a variability certain
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Physical characteristics of ball lightning (4/6)
- Ball lightning near the ground -

The outstanding observation of on chinese team
•Reference

: Jianyong Cen, Ping Yuan and Simin Xue, « Observation of Optical and Spectral
Characteristics of Ball Lightning », Physical Review Letters, Vol 12, n° 3, 14 January 2014
•Observation

performed on the plateau of Qinghai (2530 m) on July 23, 2012, with a
successful equipment (digital video camera, high speed camera, two slitless spectrographs).
The results are unique
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Physical characteristics of ball lightning
- Ball lightning at moderate altitude •

Very few observations reported by the laboratories skilled on lightning. See
for instance : « Etude statistique d’observations de Foudre en France entre 1994 and 2011 »,
Raymond Piccoli, Laboratoire de Recherche sur la Foudre, 2011, only 1.4 % of the
observations made from an aircraft, only 1.4 % of the observations made by weather clear

•

The data bases coming from aeronautical organizations are mainly based on
pilot’s testimonies. A lot of observations are reported by pilots
– References :
∙ « Spherical UAP and Aviation Safety, a Critical Review », Richard F. Haines, Project
Sphere, April 2010, NARCAP ((US National Aviation Reporting Center on Anomalous
Phenomena)
∙ « Unidentified Aerial Phenomena, Eighty Years of Pilot Sightings, Catalog of Military,
Airliner, Private Pilot’s Sightings from 1916 to 2000, Dominique F. Weinstein, February
2001 or NARCAP IR-4, 2012 (in french)

•

About half of the testimonies reported an UAP, about half an « object » (with very various
characteristics regarding the form and the colors)
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•

The phenomena may take any minutes, the ball lightning can follow the aircraft and can induce a
risky maneuver of the pilot. That suggests a possible interaction between the electromagnetic
field of the aircraft and the ball lightning

•

A radar detection has been performed for 46 % of the cases. It has been positive for 27 %
of the cases, negative for 19 %

•

Have the ball lightning near the ground and the ball lightning at moderate altitude
the same origin ?

Theories of ball lightning
•

A right theory should give an explanation to :
– The nature of the ball lightning (a ball of cold plasma)
– The appearance and disappearance of the ball lightning
– The rather stable stage and its duration
– The spherical form of the ball lightning
is there a surface tension at the interface between the plasma and the surrounding
environment, what is its physical origin, it is a surface of exchange and what are these
exchanges ?

The balance of energy
– The colors and emissions
– The possible role of dusts or particles
17 – The interaction of a radar wave with the ball lightning
– …
Our survey of the existing theories is not achieved
–

•

Fripon: detection and tracking of meteorites

The fish eye cameras are used to detect and track visible radiation from the meteorites as soon
As they enter the high atmosphere and genetare plasma.

Multistatic HF network : transmitter beam reflects on the meteor wake ionization and the reflected signal
is received by multiple passive receivers (doppler analysis is processed)
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Fripon: detection and tracking of meteorites

Multiple Fisheye
cameras cover
and records
automatically
over the territory

meteorides: 10 à 70 km/s

PLT
Balllightning

We look at the observation of other phenomena like LTE, ball lightning, PLOT and UAPs .
This subject is under study in cooperation with Ecole 42 and Observatoire de Paris/ IMCCE
who leads Fripon Project, LPC2E for LTE, Labo de recherche sur la foudre/ Pegase and 3AF/
Sigma2.
All recommendations and inputs related to observables and features of ball lightning
and PLOT (duration, Altitude, kinematics, optical and EM features,..) will be most
useful.

PAN
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Conclusions

Conclusion

•

Understanding of ball lightning near the ground is progressing
– Some measurements
– Impact of chemical elements coming from the soil confirmed
– Different theories

•

Understanding of ball lightning at medium altitude and in clear weather to be enhanced
– Several hundreds of observations performed by pilots, some radar detection
– No measurements and characteristics uncertain
– An explication of UAPs adopted officially by some countries (see british report CONDIGN)

•

Regarding the UAPs related to ball lightning, the state of the art is too limited to draw definitive
conclusions. The SIGMA2 work should continue, if possible with the involvement of more
physicists

•

We are interested in making contacts with laboratories working on ball lighntining or UAPS
with physical data avaialble on the phenomena, on its interaction on the evironment and
equipements and observation technics

•

3AF/ SIGMA2 has signed a cooperation agreement with Laboratoire de Recherche sur la
Foudre ( Unité de recherche Pégase)

We have started a cooperation on observation requirements and are interested into
collecting observables (optical, EM, kinematics etc) caracteristics of ball lightning and PLOT

•
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